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ABSTRACT 

Two features of the ILLIAC IV system at NASA/Ames are particularly appro- 

priate to the processing of seismic data. One is its ability to apply a given 

algorithm to sixty-four different data streams simultaneously, thus providing 

an order of magnitude increase in processing speed over conventional machines. 

The second is its large data storage.  The selsmological algorithms for 

convolution filtering, beamforming. matched filtering. PHILTRE, maximum likeli- 

hood, and FKCOMB are each able to take advantage of these features in the 

processing of seismic data.  The data can be arranged so that each processing 

element contains successive time windows on a given trace, as in bandpass 

filtering, or successive beam sets, as in beamforming. 

Some preliminary data editing is required for each of these algorithms 

to arrange the data appropriately in processing element memory to utilize the 

ILLIAC IV computer efficiently.  Data formatting schemes were designed for 

one algorithm (FKCOMB) which was coded and implemented on the ILLIAC; these 

schemes can be appropriately modified for use with other selsmological algo- 

rithms. 

Experience with data transfer, program entry and editing, compilation, 

and program execution show that while the ILLIAC system is still under 

development, adequate facilities do exist for development of selsmological 

algorithms. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose ol   this  study was  to determine  the suitability  of  the  ILLIAC 

computer for processing seismic data.    We have done  this by  looking at  the 

computing requirements  of each of  several  algorithms;   and  then,  by  comparing 

these  requirements with  the  characteristics of  the  ILLIAC, we  have  investigated 

the  feasibility of  programming each of  the algorithms on  the  ILLIAC.     Finally, 

the procedure  FKCOMB was  actually  coded  for  the  ILLIAC and  the program has 

been  tested and  run.     FKCOMB  is  a long-period seismic signal  analysis  p-oce- 

dure, which  is   important   In  calculating discriminants between earthquakes and 

nuclear explosions;   It  may become  an Integral part  of data processing on  the 

Seismic Network.     FKCOMB was  chosen  for  this  experiment  because   the  large 

amount  of processor  time   required prohibits   its  use  in-house.     Also,  known 

results  are available with which  to  compare  the  ILLIAC version. 

The  ILLIAC  computer  consists of  a control  unit,   64 arithmetic units or 
9 

processing elements   (PE),   128K 64-blt words of  core,   and  10    bits of  disk 

storage.     The 64 PE's  execute   instructions   in lock step;   i.e.,   they all 

execute  the same   instruction simultaneously.     It  Is   In  this   respect  that  the 

ILLIAC departs   from  conventional  computer  architecture. 

The control  unit   decodes   Instructions  and executes   instructions   for pro- 

gram control.     It has  24-bit  Integer arithmetic hardware  to  calculate  indices 

and  addresses.     There  are   four  general purpose accumulators  and a 64-word 

fast  access memory   In   the CU, which  also has  access   to  all   128K of  core and 

initiates  transfers  between core  and disk. 

The primary  computational  resource of  the  ILLIAC Is  the array  of 64 

processing elements.     Each has  complete arithmetic  capabilities  and can 

perform 2 x 106 multiplicetions  per second.     The  capacity of  all  64 PE's Is 
Q 

about 10 nultlpllcatlons per second.  Each P£ has access only to 2K of core, . 

and has only limited capability to communicate with other PE's.  Control 

within a PE consists of the ability programatically to disable selected PE's. 

When disabled, a PE's memory is protected and cannot be altered by the PE, 

though all other facets of instruction are performed. 

-1- 
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liu' LLLIA( vlisk i,-. tiie primary storage device«  It consists ol I ) head- 

per-track disk:, and two disk controllers,  fogether the disks hold approxl- 
9 

mately 10 bits,  fransfers between ■ »u <• and di^.k .ire Initiated bv the ll.llAC 

Diurol unit and mcur in blocks or pages ol 1024 word fhe Lranslur r.ilf 

i-' about 10 bits per second. Access time t" any record on disk is 40 milli- 

seconds or less.  I he disk can be Loaded from the renex silt- system prior t',- 

program execution and unloaded .iitor progran termination.  Fhe Layout ol data 

on tiie 11.1 i.\i disk is under user convroj and should be .irran^ed so as to 

minimize access tint's during prograa execution. 

Fhe M  processing elements provide the al i 1 i i •. to pcriürm vector arith- 

metlc operations on 64 data elements sin iltam i Ly.  Program Logic generally 

requires that selected PE's be disabled to .i. iid redundant calculations ii all 

h^,  processing units arc not required.  In general, program execution tine is 

decreased LI iiaabling ol PE's is avoided. 

ILI.lAi is able to perfpm approximately 1 i0 million operations 'i.e., a 

multiplication, addition, etc.) \'vr  second. Any procedure which requires 

fewer than 100 billion operations would have a running tine ol under 10 minutes, 

The setup time for an il.bl.v job i.s Large enough to make such a run impractical. 

Thus, algorithms requiring very few computations or the use of a snail data 

base with any algorithm are unsuitable for LLLlAl processing. 
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U'PROACH   ro  DESIGNING  PARALLEL SE1SMOLOGICAL ALGORITHMS 

Uvervlew  ot   U.i.lAt 

ILLIAC i-^ B i).irallol processor.  It consists of a control unit (CU), 

b4 processing elements (Pt), L31t072 words ol core memory, and 15,974,400 

words ot disk BCUBory.  The control unit ha.i access to all of core memory. 

Its basic cycle time is bO nanoseconds.  However, greater  processing power 

Is achieved through tie simultaneous execution of an instruction In each of 

the 64 processing elements. 

The control unit fetches and decodes all instructions.  After decoding, 

•OM Instructions are broadcast, for execution in the processing elements while 

others are exscuted in the control unit.  The arithmetic capability of the 

control unit is limited to 24 bit two's complement addition and subtraction, 

masking, and comparison for use in branching.  The control unit has no tloatln^ 

point .apab:11tv,  One operand at a time Is processed by the control unit. 

The control unit also initiates data transfers between core and ILLIAC disk. 

The processing power of ILLIAC resides in h4 identical processlnn 

elements.  Esch I't executes instructions broadcast from the CU,  Though each 

PE has Its own index registers and memorv to operate upon, all 64 PE's always 

execute identical Instructions In locksteü.  £ach PE has direct access to 

2048 words oi iore memory, shown as a column In Figure I. 

liiere are three data paths available mr communication among PE's and 

between the PE'« and the control unit (CU).  First, the CQ can access all of 

i ore, so it i .m load a word Irom one processing element memory (PEM) and 

either use it or store it In another PEM.  Tills method of communication is 

both simple and flexible, allowing for any data movement desired, but, since 

or.ly one word at a tine Is transferred, it is relatively slow compared to 

the two other methods available. 

Second, the (T can communicate with all PE's by broadcasting the same 

word to .ill PE's simultaneously.  This method is faster than the first since 

sixtv-lour words are transmitted at once, but provides only a limited form of 

conBunlest ion. 

-3- 
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16 A   10u UORDS 

(APPROX.   100 

Figure  1.    Representation of   ILLIAC Memory Organization. 
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Third, the PE's can communicate with each other v.a instructlon 

n:::::::r::::;o":r:;o:P: —'- -re - - - —"r :::—-«;= - -"::::r::rr::::::::::::of 

UT i„8 ruction co„slsts of loa(iing the data_ rotit 
0. 

torl„e „e data. rKls Jata „aastar la veri tast sl„ce M  uords a e  ans_ 

ra alBulta„aously.  u U  ee„aral in  that all 64 TOrds _ be (il££ 

core to 64 different locutions slnrnltonaously. 

t . 100 tlMS tKat of core ne„ory.  One paee (1024 uords) of ^Z s 
t e »l„ .„„ anou„t of data that can ^ transfarr(!d betu(!e[i ^^    J 
lthoU8h the ba„d.ldth between core end dlsk ls .^  blts pac secon  ;he 

a.erege eccess time to a pertlcoler apot on disk Is 20 mm    . 
relaMv.l,, i„ I >■ on oisK ls 20 mlliseconds.  This 

a a 1 1      aCCeSS time (COmPared t0 a 60 nanOSeCOnd Cl0ck time ^ ^ Parallel processors; necessitates careful planning of disk usage  The   K 
of disk transfers must be kept to a mlnln,  . ^ 

kept .o a minimum to avoid waiting for disk accesses. 

Since the most important feature of IlLIAr 1= it. , _, t-mtAi,  is its computing power 
(eppro^etel, 100 „luion .oltlpUcotlcc. per second,, one of h prLe 
lactrvea In the deslgn ef a„y Iuuc prü8ra, ls „ ^^ „J^ 

:: dpoT:resuit IB a runni"8 tiM I,M ^ ^-^—-^ 
.but da to the architecture of the „ochlne the degree to vhlch thl Is 

achieved la dependent upon the deslen of the aleorlth„. Ue discuss tv 
.enerol approaches to desl8nlne algorltto6_ ^  ^^ ^ 

necessety to code the trigonometric SIN function for n.UAC. „ the 

»ase ma.es It possible to al„ays compute H functions simultaneously o" 

1 Pie has the seme SIN routine running In eU PE's on different dete end 
apaedup by e feetor „f M l8 very nearly achleved_ " 

t are ts condltlonel branching 1„ the original SIN routine „hlch Is ebang 

" enabUng end disabling of PgU,. A second epproech Is to devise e me hod 
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or  utillZing  all   .4  processors   Co  compute one   function value.     No method 

i-  been devised  for doing  this 64 or  eve,,  10  ti.es  faster  than  is possible 
with one  processor.     The   first   approach   ls   both   lasu,r   and   ^^^   ^ 

certain  algorithms may  preclude calculation of  more   than one value of   SIN 

simultaneously or n,ay  require significant overhead  elsewhere  in order  to do 
so. 

One misconception is that if all of the PE's are kept "busv" H,r ma , i ••i<- MpL nusy tne machine 

tS running at maximum efficiency,  in fact this statement is not true and one 

must be very careful in relating the word efficiency to the use of ILLIAc 

For example, consider the problem of summing groups of numbers,  if it is' 

desired to sum 64 pairs of numbers, keeping 64 different results, each PF 

forms one sum and the work is done 64 times faster than could he done by one 

Processor.  if however, it is desired to find the sum of on. group of 64 

numbers, a more complicated method must be used.  ,n order to simplify the 

explanation somewhat, considpr an o<nUr   m- ■ . 
, consider an eight PL machine and the summation of eight 

numbers, one in each PF  Fi-™,.-, T I  • 
IL.  Figure 2 depicts a method whereby this can be done 

-three routes and three additions.  Since the routes require roughly equi- 

valent CPU time as the register loads necessary before any operation, the 

time taken for an 8 PE machine to sum eight numbers is equal to the time 

-ken for three additions.  if this algorithm is extended to the summation 

Of 64 numbers within a 64 PE machine it takes 6 additions to form the sum. 

'■wen that one PE requires 63 additions to sum 64 numbers, the 64 PE machine 

is 6J/6 or 10.5 times faster.  Note that although none of the PE's are ever 

disabled and all are forming the sum. this algorithm does not achieve the 

factor of 64 speed up.  However, the factor of ten speed up that is achieved 

makes this algorithm usable if data organisation requires its use. 

Design Considerations 

The choice of which design approach to take for a particular problem is 

dependent upon data organiZation.  There is often one approach requiring a " 

very specific data organisation which is much faster than any other.  It must 

be decided whether the overhead and execution time involved in data trans- 

position is compensated by decreased overhead and execution time elsewhere 

in the algorithm. 
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rhe lirst step in desiRniiiK a seismic algorithm to run on tLLIAC is to 

examine similar or repeated data structures and determine how they could be 

orRanized in the processor memory and to analyze similar or repeated opera- 

tions and determine how they could be divided among the processors. 

Long and short period seismic data are recorded at seismic arrays con- 

sisting of a group ol sensors sampled at a constant time interval.  The data 

so recorded consists of a series of data scans.  Each data scan is a time 

sample from each sensor.  There are two structures repeated throughout the 

data.  First, there are several channels, each identical in structure to the 

rest.  Second, there are many identically structured time samples.  In order 

to utilize either of these structures, time must be spent transposing the 

data.  It would be convenient il it were possible to process the data without 

transposing in any way - but the input consists of data records which are 

formatted differently for each array. 

Since the data must be restructured, it is reasonable to build a new 

structure which makes processing as fast and straight forward as possible. 

I'he choice between the two data structures Is dependent upon the requirements 

ol the algorithm.  General discussions of the several seismic algorithms and 

their data requirements is contained in Section 3.  A detailed discussion of 

the design of FKCOMB is found in Section 4, 
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SEISMIC APPLICATIONS ON I UK ILLIAC IV COMPUTER 

General 

In  Che  Following  paragraphs uv  slull   discuss  the  suitability  ol   Uu- 

[LLIAC computer  for  processing  seismic  data  using  several   tested  algorithms. 

Our   Investigation  has  revealed  that   the   FLLIAC computer   is general!) 

suited  for  processing of   seismic  data which   Involves  frequently  repeated  or 

simultaneous   Identical   operations using  different   sets ol   data,   and  can 

be  programmed   In  such a  way  that   the processing   is  performed  simultaneously 

in  IIIL-  b4  processing  elements ol   liiis  computer.    Thus,   ii   desirable,   it   will 

b«.'   feasible  to use  II.MAC  to  process routinely all   long-period  data  for   tiu- 

planned   Seismic  Network.     In addition   it   ran also  be used  for  off-line  pro- 

cessing of  selected data. 

In this discussion  we  shall   concentrate  on  the possibilities ol   this 

computer  lor  the detection  and discrimination of  seismic   events using  seismic 

array data.    The  computer  can also  Ix.1  used  in other   seismic   applications  too 

numerous  to treat   here.     Seismic  arrays  record  the  earth motion   In  two  sepa- 

rate   frequency bands,   short-period  and   Long-period,  which  foi   some  purposes 

require different   treatments  because ill   the  different   nature of   seismic  waves 

recorded   in   the   two bands.     Some ol   the  processes discussed  are  used   for  data 

in  both  bands while others are commonly  used  only  for   lone, or  short  period 

data. 

The most common  signals  for   Investigation   in the  short   period  band  are 

the  short-period body  waves.,   particularly  the short-period  P  first   arrival. 

I' waves  can arrive at   a  seismic   stat Ion with a  wide  range ol   apparent  velo- 

cities  and  from all   possible azimuths.     Since  tie bandwidth of   the  signal   Is 

limited,   frequency  filtering   tends   to   enhance   the   signal/noise   ratio.     The 

detect ior,   threshold   in  the   short-period  band   Is   low relative   to   that   ol   the 

long-period  band,  and  events art   usually detected   In this  band.     The arrival 

azimuth and  apparent  velocity ol   the short-period   P waves at   an array  yields 

a   preliminary   epicenter   location  which  can   be  used   to  narrow  the   search   for 

waves   in  the  Long-period  hand.     In  the   Long-period  hand,   Long-period  body 



waves and surface waves are the signals ol Interest. When used i„ conjunction 

with short-period data, they are all proven or potential discriminants between 

explosions and earthquakes.  The most important of these is the long-period 

Rayleigh wave, whicl is used in the M^ discriminant.  The Rayleigh wave 

has several characteristics which can be utilized by detection algorithms: 

1. Waveform (path-dependent); 

2, 1'article motion; 

i.  Azimuth and apparent velocity. 

Since in most cases detection already has occurred on the short-period data, 

it is only necessary to prove or disprove the presence of Rayleigh or other 

long-period waves arriving from roughly the direction of the preliminary 

epicenters, and to measure the wave amplitude if present. 

The following seismic processing algorithms will he discussed in this 

report: 

1. Frequency (convolution/recursive) filtering 

2. UeamforminB 

J. Matched filtering 

4. PHILTRE 

5. Maximum likelihood f-k spectra 

6. PKCOMB 

The last lour of these have only limited or no application for the 

short period hand.  One processor (FKCOMB) is discussed in more detail since 

it was selected to be demonstrated on the [LLIAC. 

Convolution £nd_Recursive Filtering 

Simple filtering is the convolution of a seismic trace with some arbitrary 

function which limits the bandwidth of the output.  Recursive filtering 

accomplishes the same result, but makes use of a feedback loop to reduce the 

number of arithmetic operations required. 

This operation can be represented mathematically in the fo rm: 

m k 

.' aix  i +   h.y  , 
1=n 1 ""I   £,   tVl 

-10- 
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where ;il I Indices are 

and v. arc valu 
Integers. ^ are values ol the orlginu] digitized trace 

es of the filtered output, and ..,. ,,., „. m. ancl k are conBtants 

the choice ol which is dependent on the Miter faction to be performed. 

Che ILL1AC is weli suited to perform convolution or recursive filtering 

simultaneously on all processing units.  fhese algorithms can be used for 

filtering all elements ol an array using the sa.c niters to enhance a band 

United signal In wideband noise, or utilized for filtering the same trace 

with a set ol .liters to perform a fast Fourie, analysis or to compute spec- 

tral ratios for discriminatio i.  The oarallel , i-.,,,-,•, i .,     i • lie paraixej algorithm can also be usei; to 
simultaneously deconvolvp ^ivf _!,,,,^ , i . leconvoivc sixty-four seismic traces, remove Instrument 

response, simulate seismograma produced by different instruments, or to 

reduce the seismogram traces simultaneously to accelerations, velocities, and 

displacements as functions ol time. 

Figure 3 is a schematic representation ol possible arrangements ol data 

Ln the ILL1AC n.emory for frequency filtering.  In Figure 3a. a different 

Channel of data is input to each PE. with the same filter applied to all PE's. 

1" Figure 3h. a given channel ol data is input to all PE's. with a different 

Miter applied to each PE.  Pigure Jc represents a combination of the previous 

examples in which the PE's are partitioned into several sets, all ol the PE's 

tn a given set receiving the same data channel but operating with different 
I liters. 

Beaml ormint 

Heamt ormin g is the process time-shifting several channels ol array 

data and summin. them to form a single channel.  The time shuts chosen are 

the natural delays in time ol arrival ol a hypothetical signal crossing the 

array.  The delays are Mined with respect to some arbitrary point in space. 

For plane waves ol constant velocity, the delays are 

I   ri 

^ero  i   is  the  index ol   the   Lth 8enßor.   r  Ls  the  Location ol   the sensor and 
the slowness ol   the  signal   is: 

S  =  V/fV-Vl 
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Figure  i.    Sugg Suggested Data Schemes  for Convolution-Recursive Filtering 
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where V is the velocity ol the signa] across the array,  n one has computed 

delays Iron, the true S oJ a given  Snal, that Ls, iron: Lts true speed and 

arrival azimuth, and has assumed that the signa] waveform does not vary 

during transit, the effect ol time shifting La to make all the channels appear 

to have been recorded at the arbitrary reference point.  The effect of summing, 

there lore, will he to add the signa] to ttsell N-] times, where N is the num- 

ber o! channels. The signa] Ls thus reinforced,  n the noise Ls 

random and uncorrelated between array elements, it La reduced to N"I/2 ol its 

originaJ amplitude by the summation.  Thus beamforming has the function ol 

Lncreasing the effective signal-to-noise ratio. 

One can  estimate the speed and direction ol propagation ol signals by 

finding the maximum of the time average ol the squared beam values (denoted 

B ) on tiie S-plane; 

i-l 

'  [N  ■  xi ^■■•l- ; 
= 0   i=l  1      l 

J-] 

1=0 

where B. is the expression Ln brackets, the beam ol the array; x. are the 

1  channel data samples; At is the sampling interval, j is the Urne index; 

J is the number ol time points over which average is taken. 

The probability ol the presence ol the signal ran be estimated by the 

s t a t is t ic 

N-l      B2 

!  ' 
(x.-B)' 

i 

where the denominator Ls the time average ol the sun ol the square (or power) 

Ol the individual input traces x. alter the beam is subtracted. 

This statistic is distributed approximately as a non-centra] F variable 

with degrees ol freedom determined by the number of channels, bandwidth, and 

the time length ol averaging (assuming that only uncorrelated noise is pre- 

sent) . 

The standard F tables can be used to determine the significance ol 

detection, or the detection can be automated (Blandford, 19/'1 j. 

-13- 
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rhe beams can also be displayed Tor the visual detection ol the waves 

ol interest.  For detection oi surlace waves and the measurement oi M  this 

is .till the best procedure.  Experienced analysts can recognize and measure 

seismic wave arrivals in many cases where automatic machine detection schemes 

fall.  Routine computation oi long-period beams and their storage In the 

mass store event flies would be a valuable routine function ior the NEP and 

would require a substantial computational power easily met by the ELLIAC. 

Therefore beamforming might well be the single most useful algorithm tor 

implementation on the II Li AC computer. 

Several basic computational configurations can be used in beam processing. 

Thtve are shown in Figure 4.  in the first configuration (4a; each IE contains 

one sensor trace and the beam values are accumulated by forming row sums on 

the several PE's.  This configuration is suitable to process several arrays 

simultaneously, and computing the desired beams from a single data set 

sequentially may use long time windows such as those needed for the recogni- 

tion of dispersed surface wave trains.  Another advantage of this configuration 

is that preprocessing of traces such as filtering processing can also be 

performed simultaneously prior to beaming without the need to remove the data 

from memory.  The output of such a scheme can be directly used in network 

event processing.  This configuration, uniquely possible on the ILLIAC IV, is 

the most efficient if the maximum number of PE's can be utilized.  This can 

be achieved if the total number of sensors in the arrays are close to sixty- 

four, or alternatively the remaining PE'n are used to compute different beams 

on the same arrays.  To obtain continuous seismograms of long duration this 

seems to be the most efficient approach, since various preprocessing schemes, 

sue! as convolution filtering, coordinate rotation to obtain Rayleigh hove. 

SH and SV components can be performed on them without the need for excessive 

numbers of overlaps in the successive time windows which would be required 

if, as we discuss below, each PE were to contain all the channels of data 

required for a particular beam.  Incidentally, PHILTRE can be used as a 

postprocessor for 64 array beams previously obtained (for 6A events) which 

can be run in parallel. 
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niete  are two other alternate but generally Less effective computa- 

tional configurations which are Indicated In Figure 4. One Loads .ill sensor 

traces From one array Into ouv  PI and each I'l- contains a different time window. 

The desired beans for a given time window may   then be computed sequentially 

(Figure 4h).  Che other scheme Figure 4i ) loads the same time window, all 

traces, Into as many PE'a as there are desired beams and the beams are computed 

simultaneously.  The disadvantage 01 the Last mentioned methods is that since 

each PI contains all traces the corresponding time windows must be shorter 

due to PE memory limitations.  Phis processing, Including beaming, wi]i 

require more complicated buffering schemes between ore and disk.  Therefore 

it seems that the first computational scheme has the most practical value, 

although the others may be used advantageously, for instance, for enhancing 

short body wave arrivals,  fhe maximum utilization ol the computer requires 

the consideration oi the type ol processing required, number oJ traces or 

arrays and the Length of time windows to be processed. 

Matched Fllterui^ 

This technique utilises the waveform of the signal to be detected 

(Alexander and Rabenstine, 1967a,b). The expected waveform oi the signal is 

used on the seismic trace as a convolution filter.  Ideally the expected 

waveform is identical to the actual one and in the resulting output trace 

the signal Is transformed into a pulse which is shaped like the autocorrela- 

tion ol the signal waveform.  In practice it is not possible to predict the 

actual waveform precisely, so the matched filtering results in the contraction 

ol the actual signal, which for surface waves can be a long wave train, into 

a much shorter waveform.  By compressing the same amount ol energy into a 

shorter time interval, the signal/noise is Increased.  It also de-emphasizes 

signals which do not match the waveform used for filtering,  ihe technique 

has been successful in detecting surface waves, and preliminary results 

indicate that it la a very effective preprocessor for i-k spectra analysis 

(FKCOMB or maximum likelihood l-k spectra) ii it Is applied to all elements 

ol an array.  Application ol matched Filtering requires that the signal wave- 

form be known, which in turn presupposes knowledge ol the approximate 
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epicenter,   which may  be acquired  by Bhort-period detection.     It   the epicenter 

is known,   the recordtnga ol   a nearby  Large event can  be used as  the loqiected 

waveiornis.     Alternatively,   If   the dispersion characteristics oi   the path are 

known  sufficiently well,   the signa]  waveforms can be- synthesized and  the 

resulting waveforn used as a matched  lilter. 

An alternative application ol   matched  filtering  can be  relative  location 

ol   events,     tl   recordings ol   a  reference event   (preferably ol   an explosion; 

are  available  at   a  set   ol    seismic   -.'.at ions,   the   times   oi   maxima   rcsultinK 

from the matched  filtering ol   seismic  traces ol   nearby   events with waveforms 

ol   the  reference  event,   can  be   considered   as   relative arrival   times   tor   the 

purpose of  event   relocation   in  the genera]   region surrounding   the reference 

event.     The  technique also  has a  potential   as  a discriminant   since  azimuthal 

variations   in   the   initial   phases  ol   earthquakes  will   cause   inconsistencies 

in   the   tines  oi   occurrences  ol   matched   i liter  output   niaxüaa  when  compared   to 

explosions. 

Matched   filtering   is  essentially   convolution,   and   the  computational 

advantages oi   convolution or   recursive  filters on  the   ll.LIAC stated above 

apply   in this  case. 

Possible applications oi   the   ll.LIAC   (Figure  rj)   includes matched   filtering 

oi   msny  sites  simultaneously   (eich with a different matched  filter),   filtering 

several   sets  ol   array   elements   simultaneously  with matched   filters  corre- 

sponding   to   each  array,   or   filtering   independent   sites   (.such  as   LRSM   sites) 

With   their own   respective  matched   filters,     one   can also   use matched   filters 

corresponding   to   several   areas  ol    interest   routinely   on   the data. 

i'iill.TKh 

This process   is  designed   For  a   single  three-component   set of  lonK-period 

data.     It  uses  a  nonlinear weighting   scheme oi   Fourier   spectral  components 

in overlapping   time windows  to  enhance  Love or   KayleiKh  particle motion 

associated with a given  arrival  direction   (Simons  1%H).    First the three 

components of   long  period   recordings  are  rotated   to  obtain radial   transversal 

and   vertical   motion.     The   rotated   traces  are   broken  up   into  overlapping   time 

windows  and  Fourier  transformed,   yielding   the Fourier  coefficients 
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2   rT (nf)  = — /    C(T)
,

COS  ZimfT'dT; 
'    0 

b  (nf)  = r f'  c(T)'sin 2TrnffdT; 
1     0 

where   C(T)   i.s   the   radial,   transverse   or   vertical  component   to  be  analyzed, 

T is   time,   n  =  0,1,2,3,... ,N-1,   Nf  =   folding   frequency,   and   f  = ^   fundamental 

harmonic   of   Fourier  series. 

Using   the   absolute   value  of   a  Fourier   component 

Ac(nf)  =  V(nf)  + b2(nf) 
c c 

one computes three quantities used in the weighting scheme 

a.)  The apparent horizontal azimuth (the angle from the radial 

direction) At(nf) 
3(nf)  = arc tan A  (nf) 

r 

b.)     A measure of   the  eccentricity of   the particle motion ellipse 

!r(nf)   =  arc tan 
A 2(nf)  + At

2(nf) 

z 

c.)  Hie phase difference between the vertical and radial components 

a(nf) = 0 (nf) - 0 (nf). 
r      z 

The   Fourier  amplitude   coefficients  of  each  direction   components   are 

then weighted   in  the   following manner 

A'(nf)   =   A  (nf)«cosN[ß(nf))'cos   | Y(nf)-. 21TI] «sin   [a(nf) ] 
z z 

A'(nf)   = A (nf)*cos   [3(nf)]»cos   [V(nf)   -  .21n]'sin   [a(nf)] 
r r 

A'(nf)   = A   (nf)'sin,Mli-.(nf)]«si.nK[,P(nr)J«l 

where  sin   [((nf)]       0 if  ;i   < u(nf)   <   2II. 
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The A'(ni) are the "weighted amplitude coefficients". No weights or 

adjustments are applied to the phase angles.  The exponents M, K, and N are 

parameters that are read into the program.  Values of M, K, and N which have 

worked reasonably well in practice range from l\  to 8.  Note that on the 

vertical radial components all weighting factors vary from 1 to 0 as powers 

of sines and cosines depending upon the degree to which tiie particle motion 

resembles pure Love or Kayleigh waves. 

The effects of the first weighting factors (functions of ,-) are to 

attenuate transverse energy on tiie vertical and radial components and radial 

energy to the transversed component. 

The second set of weighting factors depends upon the angle P - a measure 

of the eccentricity of the Kayleigh orbit providing transversal trace does 

not contain too much non-Rayleigh type motion. 

On the vertical and radial traces, the angle desired (0.21.") is the one 

corresponding to a representative value of the horizontal/vertical displace- 

ment ratio (0.8) for fundamental long-period Kayleigh waves. 

The resulting Fourier coefficients are subsequently transformed back 

into the tine domain to yield transverse traces containing only Love motion 

and radial and vertical traces with only Kayleigh motion and greatly reduced 

noise since the weighting scheme de-emphasizes noise which, even if coherent, 

is liable to come from a direction different from that of the epicenter. 

The data dependent nature of this algorithm does not lend itself well 

to utilize the parallel computing feature of ILLIAC.  However if large sets 

of data need to be processed each PE can process three components of data 

from a given location (Figure 6).  This may make PH1LTKE a practical pre- 

processor lor arrays.  Recent work by von Seggern and Sobel (197A) indicates 

that it is effective in revealing Kayleigh waves hidden in noise.  Although 

Further tests are needed to establish its effectiveness as a preprocessor for 

an f-k type detector, it utilizes a neglected aspect of surface wave detec- 

t ion. 
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Figure 6.  Suggested Data Schemes for PHILTRE. 
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Maximum Likelihood l-k Spectra 

A maximum likellhhod l-k spect nun is LIIL- mapping of the power passed by 

a set of maximum likelihood I liters in the plane.  A maximum likelihood filter 

is an optimum lilter which is constrained to pass a plane wave in the direc- 

tion to be Looked at while rejecting all the rest ol the energy present, in 

a least mean square sense.  It has the mathematical form ior a niven frequency 

P(K) = -—  
u*-J -t 

u 

vhere : is the power spectral matrix ol the sensors, K is the wavenumber and 

u Is a vector 

LKr 
u (e 

IKr ikr 
n 

) 

The position vector of the i'th sensor oi tiie array is r . 
i 

fhe naximnm likeliliood f-k spectrum is one of a wide family of high- 

resolution spectral estimators.  It Is characterized by reduced side lobes 

and higher resolution as manifested in the reduction of the width of the main 

lobe when compared to the simple frequency domain beam used in FKCOMB.  The 

processor requires the estimation of the inverse of the input spectral matrix; 

there are fast practical ways to make this estimate, after which the multipli- 

>at ions with the various u vectors can be done rapidly by using all 64 parallel 

processors.  The parallel feature can also be used to Fourier transform the 

individual seismic trace segments simultaneously.  Algorithms are available 

to estimate the inverse of the array spectral matrix without actually inverting 

a matrix (J. W. Woods, personal communication, 1972). 

LI the- detection of surface waves from a known epicenter is desired, the 

range of search in the k plane is reduced.  Moreover, the absolute value of k 

is fixed for a given frequency, since the surface wave phase velocity for a 

given frequency at a given array site can be determined.  Matched filtering 

or PHILTRE can be used as preprocessors to this processing scheme to utilize 

the dispersion and/or the particle motion characteristics of the signal and 

reduce the false alarm rate.  The most practical way to use the ILLIAC com- 

puter is to apply sixty-four u vectors simultaneously using the same estimate 
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oi tiu- computation by a factor ol b't  relative to sequentia] processing and 

is the most efficient for the computation oi finely spaced values in the i-k 

plane needed by this high-resolution process. A How diagram in Figure 7 shows 

how the unique parallel computing feature ol tLLIAC ran be used to increase 

the efficiemv oi ooimt im; maximum likelihood f-k spectra. 

FKCOMB 

FKCOMB is a fast f-k analysis program that was first used in an automatic 

processing system for microbaragraph data (Smart and Flinn 1971). It has 

since been adopted for use with LP seismic data.  It computes and finds the 

maximum of the function 

l'( . ,k) 
n=l 

A (.) exp| La (,) 1 («expCikT ) 
n n ii 

which is essentially the power in the frequency domain beam.  Here , is the 

angular frequency, A(.) expUa^u.)] t8 the Fourier transform of the n'th 

■r oi traces, and exp(ikr ) are the components seismic trace, N is the number 

oi the vector u in the previous section.  The maximum of the function 

can be associated with the presence ol a signal.  The F test is used to 

determine whether a signal Ls present. 

The methods take advantage of the fact that the signal-to-noise ratio 

varies with frequency, so beamforming is done frequency by frequency.  Also, 

by staying in the frequency domain a great many beams can be examined 

rapidly, the number being Limited only by the resolution cell of the array- 

response.  The Low resolution of the process is actually an advantage when 

one desires to search f-k space rapidly, since the wide main lobe of the 

process enables one to use a wide grid spacing in the search. 

The azimuth and velocity ol a signal need not be assumed:  one merely 

accepts the beam with maximum power.  ibis fact is important for signals such 

as long-period seismic surface waves, which not only are dispersive (i.e., 

their phase velocities vary with frequency) but whose arrival azimuth may 

also vary with frequency because of lateral inhomogeneities in their paths. 
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Slnca the main advantage 01 the FKCOMB method La the possibility ol fast 

search in the wavenumber vector spnce at .1 given frequency, changing 1re- 

quencies a.s the search requires, we programmed the processor to operate un 

sixty-four successive time window.-,. This uses the n.i.lAc: most effectively 

for signal detection.  The other type ol application, searching sixty-lour 

frequency levels simultaneously on the same time window, is not so efficient, 

since not all of the frequency ban.is may be needed for the search In a ^iven 

iteration. 

Details about the progratwaing of FKCOMB will be given in the latter 

part of this report. 
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6. Search frequency - wavenumber space for power maxima. 

Data üdltinK Module Qne_^DEM1) 

Since step one is a process common to all selsmological algorithms 

and because large input/output buffers are required it was coded as a stand 

alone module.  The input to this module (DEMI) is the raw data as read from 

a low rate tape.  The format of input records is shown in Figure 8. The 

output consists of several files, one per array, containing only the data 

samples applicable to Long period processing.  The data movement required to 

isolate and properly structure this data is nonparallel.  There are no general 

structures repeated often enough to allow efficient use of the ROUTE instruction 

The CU is used to move one word at a time between input buffers and output 

buffers.  (Actually the BIN instruction is used to move blocks of eight words 

to the CU.)  A description of each array format is given in the block data 

subroutine initialization of the vector CNTRL. 

The reordering of data in steps >  and 5 are not required if all data Is 

available on a random access device, since it reflects the order in which the 

data will be accessed.  It is necessary on LLLIAC since the size of core and 

long disk access time prohibit random access. 

Assuming approximately 20 channels for each of three arrays, each 

sampling at the rate of once per second, one twenty four hour tape contains: 

3 arrays/sample * 20 channels/array * 1 sample/second * 

60 seconds/minute * 60 minutes/hour * 2A hours/day = 5.184.000 channels. 

Moving each sample involves two memory accesses (one load and one store). 

Given that a memory access from the CU takes approximately .5 microseconds, 

the total time spent in memory accesses by DEMI to process twenty four hours 

of data is on the order of 5 seconds.  This is small enough that more com- 

plicated algorithms which may have permitted use of the ROUTE instruction 

were not considered. 

Twenty four hours of data is approximately ten to the eight bits.  In 

order to read these into core without losing a great deal of time waiting 

for disk access a buffer of 128 rows (512.000 bits) of core Is used.  200 

disk accesses are required for input. This takes up to eight seconds.  Since 
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there are several   output   tiles,   the output   buffers art  somewhat   smaller.    The 

total   size  of   the  output   is  smaller,   since at   least   half   ol   the   input   is  not 

used   in   lon^   period   processing.     The   l/i)   time   spent   in  output   is   therefore 

approximately   equal   to  that   spent   in   input   even  though   the output   hul'fers 

are smaller. 

The actual movement   of  data hv   DEMI   is done within  three nested   loops. 

The  outermost   loop   is  «one   thru  once   lor   each   input   record. 

The  next   inner  loop  is gone  through once  for each  time  scan   in  each 

record.     The   innermost   loop   is  gone   thru once  for  each channel  per   time  scan. 

All  buffering   is  handled  by an  input   routine and  an output   routine   called 

once   for  each  channel   to  transfer.      In order   to   reduce  overhead   spent   in 

subroutine  calls   it  may  be necessary   to  recode calls  on  these  routines as  in 

line   code. 

DfcMl  transposes   data   in  a serial   fashion.      It   is   coded   so   as   to minimize 

time  lost  in disk  and  memory  accesses.      It  puts array data  in a standard 

format   to  reduce the  size of   the  data and allow the  straight  forward  execu- 

tion  of  subsequent modules. 

Data  Editing Module Two   (DEM2) 

Steps  2  through  5 are performed  by ühM2.     The  primary   reason  that   this 

module was  coded   separately   from  step  6 was  to shorten  coding and  debugging 

time.     The  relatively  small   amount  of  core memory available   in  each PE would 

necessitate  the overlaying of  various vectors  used  by  step  6 and   those 

included   in  1)EM2  if  all  were  included   in one module.     The   1/0  times spent 

writing  the output   from DEM2 and  reading  it   in  before  step 6 would be  saved, 

but  this time  is  estimated   to be less  than 5  seconds. 

Steps  2  through  5 are performed one  time window at  a  time.     A complete 

multi-channel  time window  is  taken through steps  2  through  5 and  the  resulting 

output  placed  in an output  buffer  before the next  time window  is  processed. 

One multi-channel  time window consists of  approximately   20 channels of 

up  to 512 samples  each or approximately  10,000 da;.a  items.     During  step 2  it 

is   impossible   to include a  complete multi-channel  time window within one 

processing element  memory.     It   is  possible  to include a single  channel time 
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window within onv processing element memory,  but  due to the variable number 

ol   channels used  foi   each time window,  keeping track oi   which channels and 

time windows have been processed   La complicated,  though feasible. 

An alternate  approach  is  to  use 64  PE'a  to process each  time window. 

An m   routine  is available  (written .it  the University of   Illinois) which 

utilizes  all   64   PE'a   to   perform  one   in   which   runs   very   close  to   64   L ünes 

taster  than one   l'i: would   do.     Conversion  to  floating   point   involves  no 

interaction between processing  elements.    Deglitching   involves  the comparison 

of  each  sample with  the previous and  next   sample.     With  this  data arrangement 

these   samplea  are   in   adjacent   PE's   and   the  ROUTE   instruction   can  be  effectively 

utilized.     I lie origins]   structuring  ol   the data   into   time  windows   (step  2) 

and  the  tinal   transposition   (step   r>)  are each  performed  serially  by the CU 

so are not affected by the data arrangement  chosen.    Spreading  tüne ..:.ndows 

across  PE's was   the approach  chosen  lor  steps  2  through  5. 

Step 2 thus consists ol   extracting tljning  Information  fror,  the input and, 

usin« this  Information,   form time windows.    Each time window  is spread across 

the  PE's,  occupying   between one  and  eight   rows  per   channel,  depending  upon 

the time window size  in use.     Overlapping of  time windows  is performed by 

retaining whatever   part   ol   the  most   recent   time window  is   still  of   interest 

and using   the ROUTE   instruction  to  hack   it  up properly.     For  this  reason, 

the   buffer   in  which   tir.e windows   are   built   is   alternated   between  two halves 

of  an array  so  that   the  last  time window built   is  not  overwritten. 

Conversion   to   internal   floating   point   format   is   the   1 irst   step  per- 

lormed   once  the   time  windows   have  been   formed.     Each   PE   converts   all   samples 

within   its memory and   no   inter   PE  communication   is   required.     Deglitching 

is  performed   by  routing  the  values   from adjacent  PE's and  adjusting   them  if 

a glitch   is  encountered.     (See  program documentation   for exact   procedure.) 

The   rowsum  procedure  described   in  section  2   is used  in  the variance calcula- 

tion,   since a summation  across   PE's   is   required.     The FFT  is   then performed 

and   the  frequencies   prepared   for output.     Due to  the  fact   that  not all   fre- 

quencies output   by  FFT are of   seismologica]   interest,   the output   from  step A 

is much  smaller  than  the   input   to   step 4.     This data  reduction  is significant 

in that  after  FFT a multi-channel  time window consists of approximately  20 
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channels and 20-30 frequenciea and  will   lit within one processing element 

memory.     Placing each separate  time  window wholly  within one  PBM   is  very 

convenient   since the  search  ol    !requeuev  wavenumber   space   lor  one   time 

Window is completely sell   contained  and   Independent oi   other  processing  (see 

Figure 9).     In step   5,   the  FFT output   is written  into one   PEM ol   an  output 

core  buffer.     This   is   done   serially   by   the  CU.     When   the   buffer   is   full   it 

is written  to disk. 

FKCOMB  Algorithm 

Since each PE   completely   contains  one   time window  alter   step   3,   the 

algorithm used  in the search of   frequency  wavenumber   space   is  essentially  the 

same  as  that  used   in  the  serial   version.    The program  reads  the  data   file 

created   by  DMl,  which  has  been  arranged  as shown  in   Figure  9.     Each   time 

window  contains  the   frequencies  ol    interest  and   the algorithm  is   executed 

in parallel  on the data.     A search   for  maximum power  is made on a  coarse 

grid   r.nd   then a series of   finer  -rids   is  searched  simultaneously   in all 

processing  elements  until  a maximum  is   found.     In a  given  1'h:  the mode  for 

that   PE  is  disabled  until  a maximum   is   Iound  in all   other  PE's,     The 

Fisher statistic,   period,   signal   azimuth and velocity,   and  associated   para- 

meters  are calculated  and   stored,   and   the process   is continued  on  the next 

time window of data.     The design of   the algorithm was  straightforward,  and 

the  reader  is   referred   to  the  program documentation   (Kerr and   Wagenbreth, 

1974)   for  a more detailed discussion  ol   the  software. 
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Figure 9.     input Focmat  lor  FKCOMB. 
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PROJECT NOTES 

The operational aspects of usiny; ELLIAC differ significantly from those 

of other machines.  in addition to the parallel architecture, there are two 

other characteristics which are important considerations for the user of the 

ILLIAC system.  First, all of the support software such as editors and com- 

pilers run on processors other than ILLIAC.  There is currently support soft- 

ware available on DEC, IBM, and Burroughs machines.  The choice of whicli 

machine and software to use is an integral part of system development, for 

ILLIAC is accessible only via the ARPA Network and is routinely used remotely. 

The bandwidth, availability, and reliability of the network directly affect 

the performance of the ILLIAC system as seen by a user. 

Program Entry and Storage 

A basic requirement for any long-term coding effort is a reliable file 

system permitting easy access and modification of source codes.  Two basic 

options were available in using the ILLIAC system.  Une, used by several 

ILLIAC coding efforts, is to maintain files on a host computer and transfer 

the files to the ILLIAC system via the ARPA Network whenever necessary.  The 

second is to utilize the Tenex file system and editors included in the ILLIAC 

system.  The first api reach required frequent ARPA Network transfers and a 

reliable and economical host machine.  Since such a host was not available 

to SDAC, the Tenex file system was used, and was found reliable and convenient. 

No work was lost due to disk or file system failures during the duration of 

this project.  The editor DED fulfilled all requirements regarding both 

modification and examination of source files. 

Languages 

Three languages are available for preparation of ILLIAC code.  There are 

two high-level languages, CLYPNIR and CFD, and an assembly language, ASK. 

The large amount of coding necessary made the use of assembly language 

impractical except for specific portions where bit manipulation or efficiency 

made it a necessity.  The majority of coding was done in high-level language. 
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Due  to  the superior availability of  CFD and  the existence of   the CFDX 

translator  the decision was made  to implement  the  FKCOMB  algorithm  in CFD, 

As actually  experienced,   the availability  of   CFD was  not  as good as  had 

been  hoped,   for  several   reasons:     First,   availability  o\    the  Ames   IBM  JlbO   is 

very   poor.     Between  the  hours  of   8:00  am  and   12:00 midnight   (I'ST)   use of   the 

machine by  non-priority  accounts   is   restricted.     During  the eight   remaining 

hours,   the  requirement  that   both  the   II.I.IAC Tenex   system and   the Ames   IBM 

360  be operational   for  file transfers  caused much  lost  programmer  and   com- 

puter time.     The  hours were also   inconvenient.    The UCLA version of   CFD,   due 

to  lack of  overlays,   requires  400K  core and   runs   in a  slow  queue   (6-8  hours 

turnaround).     Efforts  to  implement  CFD on the SDAC   IBM   360/4A were frustrated 

due   to   incompatability of   the operating   systems  of   tlie   IBM   360/44   and   the 

IBM   36Ü/67.     The  large   core   requirement   also  posed   a  serious   problem.      It 

was   found   that   the  effort   required   to   implement   CFD at   SDAC  would  not  be 

worth   the  convenience  of  an   in-house  compiler.     The  availability  of   ILLiAC 

was   sufficient   (see  below)   to  make   the  use  of   the   CFDX   translator   uneconomical 

due   to  the alterations  necessary  to accommodate  1/0 differences  and   inserted 

assembly  language statements. 

Run Procedures 

Coding of the FKCOMB algorithm in CFD began in April 1974.  What follows 

is the set of procedures developed for the day to day process of running and 

debugging an ELLIAC program, along with experience gained and observations 

made during the use of these procedures. 

The primary site at which compiles were done was the Ames 1 liM 360/67. 

A CFD restriction is that all subroutines must be separately compiled.  Our 

code was divided into three programs, each consisting of a main driver and 

four to six subroutines.  Initially all subroutines had to be compiled, but 

thereafter only those with code modifications required compilation.  Com- 

piling a module consists of four steps.  First, after having logged in on 

the Ames 360/67, the source file is transferred over the AREA network from 

the 14-Tenex File System, where the source files are maintained, to the 

Ames 360.  This process is done interactively and typically takes one to ten 
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minutes ol   real   time,  depending upon  the  length ol the source and  the  load 

average on each  machine.     Approximately one out  of three   transfers  terminated 

abnormally  and  had   to  be   reinitiated.     The   f.ulure rate   increased  greatly 

when   the   load on either  machine was  heavy. lie   next   step   is   to   initiate   the 

r.FD compiler.     The   time between   the  submission ol   a compile and   its  comple- 

tion   varied   from   five  minutes   to  several   hours,   again   dependent   upon   the 

machine   load.    Alter   termination  of   the  compile  the   Listing  generated by  the 

CFD   compiler   is   examined  with   the   TSS   editor,   R£DIT,   to   check   for  syntax 

errors  or other  abnormal   termination.      It   errors  are  detected,   they   are  cor- 

rected   (being careful   to  make   the  same  corrections   to  the original  source at 

U-Tenex)  and  the  compile  reinitiated.    Alter a successful  compile,   the ASK 

assembly   Language  source   module   is   copied  back   to   14-Tenex   via  network 

crans.er.     This   file   is   usually   several   times   Larger   than   the original   source 

and   the   time   taken   to   transfer   the   file   is  several   times  longer   than   that   for 

the   source.      1.   several   subroutines   are   to  be   recompiled,   this   process   can 

consume   several   hours.     When  only   small   changes   are  necessary,   this   time  can 

be  saved  by   changing   the   assembly   Language  code directly with   the   text editor 

at   U-Tenex,   again   being  careful   to   nuke   the   same   changes   to   the  original 

source. 

Once   the  necessary   assembly   language  modules  have  been   created,   a bat 

job   is  submitted  at   U-Tenex  to  perform the   following  tasks: 

1. Assemble   the   ASK   modules 

2. Linked!t   the   resultant   relocatable   modules 

3. Create  a  disk   map   file   describing   the   actual   layout   of   any   ILLIAC 

disk   areas   to   be   used   by   this   run 

4. Allocate  the  map  file  created   in  the  last  step 

5. Move   any   input   files   required   to   the   appropriate   LLLIAC   disk  ar 

6. Run   the   1 I.I. I AC   code 

7. Move  any output   from   the   appropriate   LLLIAC  disk  area   to  the 

14-Te n e x   i i1e   system 

8. Release   the   I I.LI AC   disk   areas   used. 

ch 

ea 
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Turnaround ior LLLIAC batch jobs Improved .siKiiii Lcantly from Ajiril to 

June 1974, but was always subject to unpredictable fluctuations and delays, 

in April no more than three or four turnarounds per week could be expected. 

Hy June this had increased to two per day il submitted taking into account 

the hours scheduled t"or batch jobs to be run.  This required almost constant 

monitoring of the batch queue between the hours of () am and 9 pm/KDT. 

Turnaround was significantly unproved during the month of June by 

relocating to California and working at the IIJ.IAc; site.  Considerable effort 

was made by the ILI.IAC user support group during this time to insure that 

SDAC jobs were given priority, and considerable progress was made during this 

period. 

Analysis of the results of an LLLIAC run is possible by tiiree methods. 

The primary and by far most convenient means is an unsophisticated form of 

formatted I/o called "DISPLAY".  The output Is readable, and predicted 

answers can be checked against actual results with its use.  in the case of 

unexpected results where suitable displays were not generated to provide clues 

to the source of the error, we found it necessary to examine the dump files. 
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CONCLUSIONS AMI) RECOMMENDATIONS 

Sejgmic Processing on 11-1.1 AC 

The II.1.1 AC computer progranuned to petform seismic processing on large 

datii bases can be a valuable too] in the ij^welopment of seismic event detec- 

tion and discrimination procedures.  It is feasible to implement some existing 

algorithms on the 11.1.1AC which are not currently used to process large data 

bases, or some algorithms which are proposed but not tested due to a lack of 

computing power.  Dur experience with one algorithm (FKCOMB) which is repre- 

sentative of seismic analysis programs shows that a major benefit of the 

ILLIAC to seismic processing is its ability to operate in parallel on sixty- 

four different data streams, thereby reducing the time required to process 

large data bases.  Efficiently arranging these data streams for the processing 

element memories Is an important consideration for designing any seismic 

algorithms for the ILLIAC. 

It is feasible to program ILLIAC to perform the algorithms reviewed in 

this study:  convolution-recursive filtering, PHILTRE, matched filtering, 

beamforming, and maximum likelihood f-k estimation.  Since a major factor in 

programming any of these algorithms is the data arrangroent in core, a more 

detailed study of the data configurations for these algorithms would be 

needed to optimize the use of the computing power of ILLIAC.  One algorithm 

(FKCOMB) was .studied in detail and implemented on ILLIAC IV.  Data editing 

schemes were devised for FKCOMB which can be used with appropriate modifica- 

tions for all the- se i smolog ical algorithms we reviewed. 

Two independent uses for ILLIAC are suggested.  First, FKCOMB and other 

algorithms now used selectively could be run routinely on larger data bases 

to better provide the services they already give on conventional machines. 

Second, experimental methods impractical to test via conventional machines 

could be tested on ILLIAC.  The experience ol Implementing FKCOMB illustrates 

that the design and coding of new algorithms for ILLIAC is not significantly 

more difficult than for serial machines.  The only phase not experimentally 

explored by this el tort are the operations] problems of manipulating tiie 

large amounts of data involved in routine processing of long and short period 

data on ILLIAC. 
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Kl maximize efficiency, the time consumed executing; anülysis ai^orltln 

should be significantly greater than the time required tnr d.-ita editing, 

combination ol algorithms such as matched filtering and FKCOMB require an 

order ol magnitude more processing time on a given memory load than KKCUMli 

alone, and would thereby utilize II.I.IAC more efficiently. 

1 'rogri»mmlng FKC(IMJj 

fhe Following points represent our findings in developing FKCOMB softwan 

on the LLLIAC. 

1, Faster and more reliable network file transfer between I4-Tenex 

and other hosts such as UCLA, Ant's, TSS and SDAC would expedite the programi in 

ami use of the LLLIAC system. 

2. There is no clear preference between CFD and GLYPNIR indicated by 

our experiences. The possibility oi Implementing CFD at SDAC or upgrading 

service at UCLA should be' investigated, and an experiment made in the use 

oi GLYPNIR in-! ore- any Ion.', range decision is made. 

J.  Software debugging aids presently available for II.1.LAC programs arc 

minimal.  Additional debugging aids would lessen the task of LLLIAC programmin 

User Implementation of such aids on the SDAC host is feasible though at the 

cost of considerable effort. 

4. We  estimate   that   the   time  and effort   required   to design  and  code 

an   LLLIAC program  is  r.o  more   than   twice   that   required   ior  a conventional 

machine.     Due   to   the   fact   that   LLLIAC   is  not   fully operational  at   present 

and   the  necessity  to handle   the   Large  amounts ol   data   inherent   in  the  use 

oi   an   iltrafast   machine,   the   time  and  effort   required  currently  to  debug  an 

LLLIAC  program may be  as  much  as   lour  times   that   required  for a conventional 

mach i ne • 

5. Routine processing oi   J.h hours  ol   long-period seismic  data  Is not 

feasible   at   present  due   to   the   restricted   availability of   the   ILLIAC  processor 

and   the   Inability   at   the   system   to  handle   the   lari;e  amounts  of  data  efficient] , 
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(; LOS SAHV  OF TERMS 

AUioi. - Higher  Level   algorltiBti language on seriaJ  computers. 

Ali'A - Alaskan  Long  Period  Array. 

ASK - Assembly   Language  tor   ll.l.lAC. 

ASSEMBLE -  Convert   Iron mnemonic   code  Co machine  code. 

Bl'l   -  Bits  per  inch,   the unit   for measuring magnetic  tape  recording density, 

CFD -  A  Fortran-like higher   level   Language developed   by   the Computational 

Fluid   Dynamics  group  at   NASA/Ames. 

CFDX   -  A  program  which  translates  CFD  code   into  Fortran  code. 

DEC - Digital   Equipment  Corporation. 

DED - The  text  editing  subsystem on   EA-Tenex. 

DEMI   -  Data   Editing  Module  1,   the   first   data  editing   program module. 

m\2 -   Data   Editing  Module   2.   the  second  data  editing  program module. 

DISPLAY  - Macros  which   invoke   subroutines  permitting  print  output of 

intermediate  results. 

DUMP -  Hexadecimal   representation of   the  contents of   core and  registers  at 

termination  of   program  execution. 

EDT - Kastern  Daylight Time. 

FTP -  File Transfer 1'rotocol.     A protocol   for   file  transfer  from one ARPA 

Network   computer   to  another, 

m   - Fas-;  Fourier Transform,   a  Fourier  transformation program. 

COMB -  Frequency-k  wavenumber combination,   the algorithm  implemented  on 

ILLIAC  discussed   in  this   report. 

FORTRAN -  Higher   level   Language on  serial   computers. 

CLYPNIR  - The  hi,'her   level   language   Implemented   lor  the   ILLIAC. 

IBM  -   International   Business Machines  Corporation. 

I i.l.l Ac   IV - The parallel  processor. 

ILLIAC System  - The  complete  computer system  consisting of   the  parallel 

processor,   PDP-10's,   B6700,  UNION,   several   PDP-ll's,   and  their 

software operating system. 

I'.-Tenex  -  Designates  the PDP-10 of   the   ILLIAC  system,  which  is  the ARPA 

Network   host   lor   the   ILLIAC   system.      14  designates   the  system  with 

respect   to   the  ARPA  Network. 
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USA -  Large Aperture Seismic  Array   in Montana. 

UNKKDIT  - Merge  several  machine-readable  subroutines   into one executable 
program. 

NASA/Ames  -   (also  Ames)   National   Aeronautical   and   Space  Administration. 

Ames   Research   facility. 

NKP - Network  Event  Processor. 

NORSAR -   Norwegian Seismic  Array. 

PE - Processing Element of   the   [LL1AC,   64  of  which operate  in parallel. 

PHILTRE  - An algorithm using a non-linear weighting  scheme of  Fourier 

spectral  components to enhance  Love or  Rayleigh waves. 

PST - Pacific  Standard Time. 

REDIT - The   text  editor   for TSS. 

SDAC - Seismic  Data Analysis  Center. 

TENEX - The operating  system  for   the  PDP-10. 

TSS - Time  sharing system for   IBM  360/67. 

UCLA - University of California  at   Los  Angeles. 

UN1CÜN -   Laser mass storage  system developed   by  Precision  Instruments. 
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